Literacy- Pip and Posy-The Bedtime Frog

Being Physical

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M5VnzEN

We will be learning to draw a frog by
following some simple instructions.
We will be moving like frogs- jumping and
hopping.

H3qY
We will be listening to the story and recalling
what happened. Why was Posy so sad? What
did Pip do to make Posy happy?

Being Creative

We value kind words and voices
Pip was kind to his friend. What can you do to
make your friends happy?
We will be talking about how we share our toys in
Pre-School and how we can use the sand timers
to help us take turns.

Learning @ Pre-School

know it, 5 little speckled frogs and 10
Green Bottles.’

Our Special Words
Pack-

(Place, Arrange) When you put

things into a bag, suitcase or rucksack.

Forget- When you don’t remember
something.

Maths Number Focus 1-5
Focus Shape- Rectangle/ Cuboid
We will be counting and naming toys on a
tray, then covering and trying to
remember them. Have you forgotten
anything or did you remember them all?
We will be throwing 5 bean bags into
hoops. How many landed inside the hoop
and how many landed outside the hoop?
How many bean bags altogether?
.

Excited- (Eager, Thrilled) When we
feel very happy and we are looking
forward to something, we are excited.

Giggle- (Laugh, chuckle) When you
laugh in a quiet or silly way, you are
giggling.
Makaton Signs
Help
Yes

No

Focus colour- Green
Froggy was green. Which two colours can
we mix to make green?
We will be singing ‘If you’re happy and you

Stop

We will be thinking about holidays and
what we would pack in our suitcase.
We will be deciding what food we like to
pack in our lunchbox.
We will think of ways to make each other
laugh; may be tell a joke. What jokes do
you know?

The World Around Us
We will think about the seasons and
what the weather is like in winter. Is it
likely to be cold or hot, icy, snowy
sunny, or maybe rainy? What clothes
do we need to wear?

